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ABSTRACT: Carnosine (CAR), anserine (ANS), homocarnosine (H-CAR), and ophidine (OPH) are histidine-containing
dipeptides that show a wide range of therapeutic properties. With their potential physiological effects, these bioactive dipeptides are
considered as bioactive food components. However, such dipeptides display low stability due to their rapid degradation by human
serum carnosinase 1 (CN1). A dimeric CN1 hydrolyzes such histidine-containing compounds with different degrees of reactivities. A
selective CN inhibitor, carnostatine (CARN), was reported to effectively inhibit CN’s activity. To date, the binding mechanisms of
CAR and ANS have been recently reported, while no clear information about H-CAR, OPH, and CARN binding is available. Thus,
in this work, molecular dynamics simulations were employed to elucidate the binding mechanism of H-CAR, OPH, and CARN.
Among all, the amine end and imidazole ring are the main players for trapping all of the ligands in a pocket. OPH shows the poorest
binding affinity, while CARN displays the tightest binding. Such firm binding is due to the longer amine chain and the additional
hydroxyl (−OH) group of CARN. H-CAR and CARN are analogous, but the absence of the −OH moiety in H-CAR significantly
enhances its mobility, resulting in the reduction in binding affinity. For OPH which is an ANS analogue, the methylated imidazole
ring destroys the OPH−CN1 interaction network at this region, consequentially leading to the poor binding ability. An insight into
how CN recognizes and binds its substrates obtained here will be useful for designing an effective strategy to prolong the lifetime of
CAR and its analogues after ingestion.

■ INTRODUCTION
Carnosine (CAR), anserine (ANS), homocarnosine (H-CAR),
and ophidine (OPH) are histidine-containing dipeptides.
These compounds show a wide range of therapeutic properties.
Especially, CAR and ANS play an important role in muscular
function,1 homeostasis,2 antioxidant defense,1 therapeutic
interventions,1,3 and protective ability against diabete,4

Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases.5,6 CAR, ANS, and H-
CAR are abundant in most vertebrates, while OPH seems to be
rather more abundant in marine mammals and certain replies.7

CAR and ANS are rich in meat products and have been used as
an athlete supplement for many years.8,9 With their potential
physiological effects, these bioactive dipeptides are considered
as bioactive food components. However, a main hurdle for
utilizing such histidine-containing dipeptides as a food
supplement is the low stability due to their rapid degradation

by human serum carnosinase (CN) enzyme.10−12 CN
hydrolyzes histidine-containing dipeptides with different
degrees of reactivity where CAR is the most favorable
substrate.13 Many strategies to extend a lifetime of such
dipeptides, especially CAR, were studied.14 A selective CN
inhibitor, carnostatine (CARN) (SAN9812), was reported to
effectively inhibit CN’s activity.14 A presence of H-CAR and
ANS was found to retard CAR degradation.11,15 Thus, the
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coadministration of natural analogues such as ANS was
reported to significantly disrupt the CAR hydrolysis and
eventually increase CAR level in blood plasma.16 Recently, the
binding mechanism of CAR and ANS to CN has been
revealed,17 whereas the binding of other substrates and
inhibitor (CARN) remains obscure. The complete under-
standing of how CN recognizes and binds its substrates is
crucial for designing an effective strategy to prolong the
lifetime of CAR and its analogues after ingestion.

CNs are Xaa-His dipeptidases belonging to the metal-
lopeptidase M20 family which cleaves histidine-containing
dipeptides such as CAR and ANS to β-alanine and histidine.13

CNs play diverse roles in protein maturation, tissue repair, and
cell-cycle control.18 A CN level was found to be correlated
with diabetes and neurological disorders.13,19,20 Two isoforms
of CNs (Zn2+-containing CN 1 (CN1) found in serum and
Mn2+-carnosinase 2 (CN2) in tissue) were identified with 49%
sequence identity.21,22 Both CNs exist as homodimers (chains
A and B)3 (Figure 1). Each chain consists of a catalytic domain
and a dimerization domain (Figure 1A). The catalytic domain
contains two Zn2+ ions at the active center (Figure 1A). Each
chain has the latching loop (residues 324−341: L2) holding
the two monomers together (a green loop in Figure 1A). Each
monomer contains one zinc-centered binding pocket.23 CN1 is
the first and major hydrolyzer for histidine-containing
dipeptides in serum, whereas the remaining is continuously
degraded when they permeate into tissue.24,25 Although CAR
and ANS are major substrates, CN1 can also digest CAR
analogues such as OPH and H-CAR10,26 (Figure 1B). Research
on OPH and H-CAR is less extensive because such chemicals
do not mainly contribute to human diet.27 The hydrolytic rate
of CAR is the fastest followed by ANS, OPH, and H-CAR.10,26

A presence of ANS was reported to reduce the hydrolysis of
CAR.11 As reported earlier, CAR and its analogues show
physiological and therapeutic properties, but the short lifetime
after ingestion due to their rapid degradation by CNs serves as
a bottleneck for effective utilization. Therefore, an in-depth
insight into the CN1 function is important for designing a
potential strategy to extend a CAR lifetime. Although the
binding mechanism of CAR, H-CAR, and ANS to CN1 has
been reported recently,17,28 the understanding of how CN1
recognizes and binds other substrates and especially inhibitor
remains obscured. Thus, in this work, molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations were employed to elucidate the binding
mechanism of H-CAR, OPH, and CARN (CN inhibitor) in
comparison to CAR and ANS binding from a previous work.17

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of Protein−Ligand Complexes. The

crystal structure of the CN1 homodimer was downloaded
from the RCSB protein databank (PDB ID: 3DLJ; resolution
of 2.26 Å). Missing residues were modeled using Modeler
10.0.29−31 Two Zn2+ ions were kept in each binding site. The
protonation states of all charged residues were set at
physiological pH. CARN, H-CAR, and OPH structures were
built by Discovery studio visualizer.31,32 All ligand topologies
were generated using ACYPE with AMBER force field.33 The
partial atomic charge of ligands was calculated by the
restrained electrostatic potential charge using the Hartree−
Fock calculation with a 6-31G(d) basis set.34 The
AMBER99SB force field was used for the Zn2+ topology. All
ligands were docked into the binding pocket of CN1 using
GOLD5.3 software.35,36 The default setting was used for
docking. Residues within a distance of 10 Å from a ligand were
defined as the binding site. No water is included in this
docking step. For each ligand (H-CAR, OPH, and CARN), the
CN1−ligand complex that has the highest gold-score was used
for MD simulations (Table S1 and Figure S1 in Supporting
Information). For MD setting, the CN1−ligand complex was
placed in a cubic simulation box (dimension of 136 Å × 136 Å
× 136 Å) and solvated with TIP3P water and counterions. 0.15
M NaCl was set for each system.
MD Simulations. GROMACS 2020 package (http://www.

gromacs.org)37 with AMBER99SB force field38 was used for all
MD simulations. To relax steric conflicts generated during
setup, all energy minimizations of 1000 steps using the steepest
descent algorithm were applied. Long-range electrostatic
interactions were treated using the particle mesh Ewald
method with a short-range cutoff of 1 nm, a Fourier spacing
of 0.12 nm, and fourth-order spline interpolation. All
simulations were performed in the constant number of
particles, pressure, and temperature (NPT) ensemble. Protein,
ligands, solvent and ions were coupled separately using the v-
rescale thermostat39 at 300 K with a coupling constant τt = 0.1
ps. The pressure was coupled using the Parrinello−Rahman
barostat at 1 bar with a coupling constant τp = 1 ps. The time
step for the integration was 2 fs. The 500 ps equilibration runs
were performed in all systems and followed by the 500 ns
production runs. Each system was repeated twice (the suffixes
of “1 and “2” are used to represent simulation 1 and simulation
2). “CARN”, “H-CAR”, and “OPH” are used to represent
ligand-bound CN1 complexes. The ending of “A” and “B” refer
to chains A and B, respectively. In total, six simulations were
performed (CARN1, CARN2, H-CAR1, H-CAR2, OPH1, and
OPH2).

Figure 1. (A) Structure of the Zn2+-containing CN1 homodimer. The catalytic and dimerization domains are displayed on chain A. The latching
loops (L2) are labeled in green (residues 324−341). Chemical structures of CARN and H-CAR and OPH are shown in (B).
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All results provided here are the average values from two
simulations. The data were analyzed by GROMACS and
locally written code. Molecular graphic images were prepared
using VMD.40 C-α rmsd and RMSF calculations were
computed using an initial structure at t = 0 ns as a reference.
For principal component analysis (PCA), it was calculated by
default “gmx covar” and “gmx anaeig” options in GROMACS.
Only the first eigenvector was used to analyze the major

protein motion in all cases. For hydrogen bond calculation, the
hydrogen-donor−acceptor cutoff angle was 30°, and the cutoff
radius (X-acceptor) of 0.35 nm was set. The Poisson−
Boltzmann surface area (MM/PBSA) method was employed
to calculate the binding free energy of association of the
protein−ligand complex. MM/PBSA models were generated
by using “gmx mmpbsa”.

Figure 2. (A) C-α rmsds of the whole protein (left) and each chain (right). (B) C-α RMSFs of all systems where the highly fluctuated regions are
shown as cartoon representatives in (C).

Figure 3. (A) PCA where only highly fluctuated regions are labeled. The dynamics was obtained from the first principal component (PC1) as a
function of time, whose dynamics are represented in the RWB format. Only dominant motions are displayed for clear visualization. (B) Top view of
CN1 labeled L1 and L2 where D78 and P333 at their tips are shown. (C) Distances between C-α atoms of D78 at the tip of L1 and P333 at the tip
of L2 in all systems. L1 and L2 are labeled in red and green. The ligands are displayed in the vdW format.
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The structural drift and fluctuation of ligand-bound CN1
complexes were measured using C-α root-mean-square
deviations (rmsds) and fluctuations (RMSFs) (Figure 2).
The initial structure at time = 0 ns was employed as a reference
for rmsd and RMSF calculations. Comparing to CAR- and
ANS-bound CN1 complexes from a previous work,17 the
binding of CARN seems to promote similar structural
flexibility to the binding of CAR and ANS, whereas H-CAR
and especially OPH induce slightly higher structural mobility
(Figure 2A). The binding of H-CAR and OPH also causes
different structural flexibilities between each monomer (Figure
2A; right). This difference is also seen in the ANS−CN1
complex.17 Especially, chain B of H-CAR and OPH clearly
displays a higher flexibility than chain A, while a nearly
identical degree of structural mobility is observed between
monomers in CARN. Apparently, bound CAR and CARN
promote a low structural drift, while the binding of H-CAR
and OPH enhances the protein flexibility. It is noticeable in
Figure 2B,C that the origin of protein fluctuation is from the
mobility of residues 69−88 (L1), 111−134 (L3), and 272−
287, respectively. Especially, the β-hairpin L1 loop (a red
region in Figure 2B,C) shows the most prominent fluctuation.
For the OPH, the structural fluctuation of L3 is also captured
(blue regions in Figure 2C). Not only L1 and L3, a short
helical region (residues 272−287) is also slightly flexible.
These dynamic events were also observed in previous
work.17,22,28

PCA can also confirm the high fluctuation of residues L1,
L3, and 272−287 (Figure 3A). Only the first principal
component was used in this calculation because it accounts
for the main motion (Figure S2 in Supporting Information).
All PCAs can be seen in Figure S3 in Supporting Information.
Among all of them, the L1 loops in all systems seem to show
the highest fluctuation, especially the OPH (Figure 3A). The
β-hairpin L1 region was reported to be involved in the gating
activity;22 thus, its motion may affect the ability to
accommodate a ligand. To further explore the dynamics of

L1, the distances between the tip of L1 (D78) and L2 (P333)
were measured (Figure 3B,C). It can be seen that the high
fluctuations of the L1−L2 distances are captured in H-CAR
and the OPH, while the binding of CARN causes less loop
mobility (Figure 3B,C). Even though some fluctuation is
observed, the dynamics of L1 in all monomers of CARN
appears to be similar. L1−L2 distances in both monomers of
CARN seem to be fluctuated in the range of ∼8−14 Å (Figure
3B) where L1 is shifted toward L2 region (Figure 3A). In
contrast, the L1−L2 distances in both the OPH and H-CAR
are different from those of the CARN (Figure 3A). L1 in OPH
and H-CAR seems to swing away from the center, resulting in
the elongation of L1−L2 distances (Figure 3C). Additionally,
the dissimilar degrees of L1 mobility in each subunit of OPH
and H-CAR are captured. In H-CAR, chain B appears to
produce the large L1 movement, while chain A displays a more
rigid L1 (Figure 3C). On the contrary, the high mobility of L1
in both OPH1 and OPH2 is found. This large L1 drift can thus
explain the high structural flexibility of the OPH, as seen in
Figure 2A. A monomer with L1 packed close to the active site
should be more ready to conduct a catalysis than a monomer
with the gating L1 staying away from the pocket. The diverse
L1 motion does not only reflect the different gating activities
between monomers but also confirms the nonsynchronized
function between subunits, as seen in previous studies.17

Interestingly, the presence of the CARN inhibitor seems to
tether L1 to the protein core. L1 in CARN is likely to move
toward the active site and shows less mobility (Figure 3A,C).
This phenomenon is also preserved in both monomers. The
basic finding here can also demonstrate that CARN binding
enhances protein rigidity.

Considering the interactions of each ligand with its
environment, the binding of OPH seems to be looser to
CN1, while CARN displays the firm binding, especially in
chain B (Table 1). Based on the interactions with a protein,
CARN seems to be the most favorable for CN1, followed by
H-CAR, and OPH, respectively (Table 1). Besides, a high
number of interactions with CN1 induces the lowering of

Table 1. Number of Hydrogen Bonds of Each Ligand with Water and Protein and the SASA in the Active Site

number of hydrogen bonds

with water with protein SASA (nm2)

systems chain A chain B chain A chain B chain A chain B

CARN1 5.17 ± 1.74 2.47 ± 1.33 4.36 ± 1.87 8.93 ± 1.43 23.60 ± 0.71 21.57 ± 0.45
CARN2 5.92 ± 1.60 3.27 ± 1.50 3.76 ± 1.32 7.86 ± 1.76 23.71 ± 0.56 22.13 ± 0.51
H-CAR1 2.58 ± 1.29 2.00 ± 1.00 5.56 ± 1.48 5.13 ± 1.27 22.95 ± 0.49 22.32 ± 0.37
H-CAR2 3.76 ± 1.03 2.91 ± 1.17 3.67 ± 1.16 5.05 ± 1.26 20.93 ± 0.69 22.60 ± 0.48
OPH1 5.26 ± 1.39 2.56 ± 1.02 2.53 ± 0.98 4.22 ± 1.04 23.78 ± 0.52 22.29 ± 0.42
OPH2 5.08 ± 1.11 2.61 ± 1.15 2.53 ± 0.90 4.65 ± 1.19 23.79 ± 0.73 22.75 ± 0.50

Table 2. Interaction Energies (kJ/mol) with the Standard Deviation of All Ligands and Zn2+-Bound CN1 in All Systemsa

chain A (kJ/mol) chain B (kJ/mol)

system ΔEvdW ΔEElec total energy ΔEvdW ΔEElec total energy

CARN1 −144.18 ± 15.82 −59.37 ± 27.23 −203.55 ± 27.97 −100.50 ± 20.54 −504.87 ± 27.13 −605.37 ± 24.29
CARN2 −138.94 ± 10.76 −107.04 ± 23.82 −245.98 ± 24.60 −108.87 ± 22.07 −495.08 ± 27.87 −603.95 ± 23.78
H-CAR1 −133.38 ± 10.57 −122.91 ± 19.31 −256.29 ± 21.23 −137.12 ± 13.51 −203.69 ± 16.29 −340.82 ± 13.69
H-CAR2 −149.65 ± 12.92 −140.66 ± 13.17 −290.32 ± 14.85 −119.34 ± 16.15 −192.31 ± 19.98 −311.65 ± 21.58
OPH1 −137.17 ± 9.40 −86.59 ± 19.65 −223.75 ± 20.15 −127.27 ± 13.29 −185.65 ± 12.88 −312.92 ± 13.50
OPH2 −157.06 ± 8.97 −109.37 ± 13.44 −266.43 ± 15.72 −129.87 ± 14.05 −189.87 ± 14.72 −319.74 ± 13.58

aThe data after 350 ns were used to calculate the interaction energies.
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water interactions. The additional hydroxyl group in CARN
allows it to form more hydrogen bonds than others (∼7−9
hydrogen bonds in Table 1), resulting in fewer water contacts
(∼2−3 water contacts in Table 1). Unlike CARN, the smallest
ligand (OPH) is trapped inside CN1 by ∼3−5 hydrogen
bonds. It is noticeable that chain B induces a better fit for
ligand than chain A due to higher protein−ligand interactions
(Table 1). This finding highlights that CN1 monomers work
independently. Inside a pocket, a presence of various ligand
still provides a comparable degree of solvent-accessible surface
areas (SASA) (Table 1). CN1 appears to have a SASA of
∼21−24 nm2. The better grip for a ligand in chain B can shrink
the binding pocket down to ∼21−22 nm2, while chain A with
more water exposure induces a slightly larger pocket (∼23
nm2) (Table 1). However, only H-CAR2 shows the larger
pocket in chain A than chain B. This ligand produces a
comparable number of protein−ligand and water−ligand
hydrogen bonds (∼4 interactions; Table 1). Comparing with
H-CAR and OPH, CN1 provides the best fit for CARN. With
the ability to tightly bind CN1, CARN can act as a good CN1
inhibitor.

To further investigate the binding affinities of ligands, the
interaction energies are also computed via MMPBSA41 (Table
2). It can be confirmed in Table 2 that chain B provides a
better environment for ligand binding in all cases. All ligands

seem to bind chain A with a similar degree of binding affinities
(interaction energies of ∼−310 to −340 kJ/mol), whereas
chain B clearly prefers CARN to others (interaction energy of
∼−600 kJ/mol) where H-CAR and OPH show similar binding
affinities (Table 2). Chain A seems to show non selectivity for
all ligands using both electrostatic and hydrophobic
interactions, while the high selectivity for CARN is captured
in chain B using electrostatic forces (Table 2). Comparing with
ANS and CAR which are main CN1 substrates (interaction
energies of ∼285−319 kJ/mol),17 CARN clearly displays the
highest binding affinities (interaction energy of ∼600 kJ/mol).
This finding not only confirms the tighter binding of CARN
than the main substrates but also reflects the effective
competitive inhibition ability of CARN against CN1.

In Figures 4−6, the further hydrogen bonds between each
ligand and the key residues are computed. The results agree
well with the total protein−ligand hydrogen bonds in Table 1
that CARN forms the highest number of protein−ligand
interactions due to its ability to interact with multiple pocket-
lining residues. Moreover, the different degrees of rigidity of
the bound ligand in each subunit confirm the dissimilar
capability of each monomer to accommodate ligand (Figure
4C). This finding is in a good agreement with previous
studies.17 Comparing with chain A, chain B induces less ligand
mobility, suggesting tighter ligand binding, while the ligand

Figure 4. (A) Number of hydrogen bonds between CN1 and CARN in all systems. The locations of key components are displayed in (B). (C)
Conformational changes of CARN1 and CARN2 and zinc ions as functions of time.
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displacement is captured in chain A, especially CARN1
(Figures 4C, 5C, and 6C). For CARN inhibitors, both
simulations (CARN1 and CARN2) clearly show the tight
ligand binding in chain B, whereas CARN in chain A is mobile,
resulting in the reorientation (Figure 4). CARN in chain B is
trapped by strong and permanent interactions with D202,
R350, T424, and E451 and H235A, T335A, and T337A (the
ending “A” refers to “from chain A”) (Figure 4A,B). An amine
(−NH3) end of CARN is anchored by D202 and E451,
whereas its imidazole moiety pointing toward the opposite site
is stabilized by T335A (Figure S4 in Supporting Information).
At the mid of the backbone, the amide nitrogen interacts with
T424, whereas the carboxylic group is tethered by R350, and
H235A and T337A from an adjacent unit, which also suggests
the importance of being dimer for CN1 function (Figures 1B,
4, and S4). Also, the additional hydroxyl group of CARN
appears to interact with E451. The amide oxygen (O3) also
points toward the Zn site. On the contrary, chain A promotes
the loose ligand binding, resulting in the displacement of both
CARN1 and CARN2 (Figure 4C). Apparently, in CARN1,
ligand relocation in chain A is initiated by the loss of CN1-
CARN interactions at the amine terminus. It seems to lose its
main interaction with E451, resulting in the flip of CARN in
CARN1 and the twisting of the −NH3 group in CARN2
(Figure S4B in Supporting Information). For CARN1, the flip

of CARN1A allows the formation of a new interaction network
with Q110, E173, and E174 (Figure 4). For CARN2, although
no serious drift of ligand orientation is captured, the
breakdown of NH3-E451interactions triggers the twisting of
the −NH3 end leading to the destabilized CARN2A structure
(Figure 4C). Moreover, the escape of O3 on CARN in chain A
facilitates the shift of CARN away from the zinc site, as seen in
Figure 4C.

For H-CAR which shares a similar structure with CARN, H-
CAR thus employs a similar interaction network to CARN. H-
CAR in chain A shows high structural fluctuation as similar as
CARN (Figures 4C and 5C). For flexible H-CAR in chain A,
the −NH3 end is mainly trapped by D202 where H-CAR has
an additional interaction with T424 in H-CAR1 and E451 in
H-CAR2 (Figure S5 in Supporting Information). However, an
imidazole ring remains anchored inside by hydrogen bonds
with N220 and T335B from the adjacent subunit (Figures 5
and S5). H-CAR also employs its carboxyl group (−COO−) to
form strong hydrogen bonds with N220 and R350 (Figures 5
and S5). Comparing to CARN, the absence of the hydroxyl
group (−OH) seems to enhance the flexibility of −NH3 end.
This high mobility appears to significantly increase the
flexibility of the entire H-CAR structure (Figure 5C). For H-
CAR in chain B, the tight binding of the ligand is due to the
strong and permanent interactions with D202, T424, R350,

Figure 5. (A) Number of hydrogen bonds between CN1 and H-CAR in all systems. The locations of key components are displayed in (B). (C)
Conformational changes of H-CAR1 and H-CAR2 and zinc ions in all chains as a function of time.
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and T335A from an adjacent monomer, whereas the additional
interaction with T337A is captured in H-CAR2 (Figure 5).
Similar to CARN, the amide oxygen (O3) in chain A is shifted
away from the Zn site in all cases. This highlights the
nonspontaneous catalytic activities between monomers (Figure
S6 in Supporting Information) where chain B displays the
better ligand-binding ability.

In case of OPH, a small number of CN1-OPH hydrogen
bonds in Figure 6 indicates the low binding affinity of OPH to
CN1 which agrees well with previous experimental studies.10,26

Only OPH1A shows high flexibility, whereas only slightly
mobile OPHs are observed in other systems (Figure 6B,C).
Nonetheless, chain A seems to be not suitable for OPH
hydrolysis since the displacement of both Zn2+ ions is captured
(Figure 6C). OPH contains the shortest amine chain and a
methylimidazole ring, but its −NH3 end can interact with
D202, while its backbone forms hydrogen bonds with R350,
T424, and H235 from an adjacent unit (Figures 6C and S7 in
Supporting Information). Seemingly, the low catalytic activity
of OPH reported experimentally can be due to the absence of
interaction between CN1 and a methylimidazole ring (Figures
6 and S7 in Supporting Information). This finding can also
explain why OPH shows the low binding affinity consequently
leading to the lowest hydrolytic rate observed in a previous
work.10,26

In many dizinc aminopeptidases, the hydrolysis is
propagated by the attack of either zinc-mediating water
molecules or hydroxide ion.42,43 For water-mediating system,
both zinc ions (Zn1 and Zn2) were reported to be dynamically
bridged by D139 and E173 where Zn2+ ions have more water
exposure in chain A.17,22 In case of hydroxide-mediating
reaction, an earlier study reported the Zn-D139 interaction,
where no Zn-E173 interaction was suggested due to the
protonation of E173.28 Herein, only the condition of water
mediation is investigated due to its abundance. Zn1 and Zn2
are found to be coordinated by D139 and E173 as seen in
previous work.17,22 Not only the bridging D139 and E173 but
also each zinc ion interacts with ∼1−2 surrounding amino
acids or water molecules (Figure 7). D108 and E174 interact
with Zn1 in chain A, while only E174 contributes to trapping
Zn1 in chain B (Figure 7). For Zn2, chain A employs D202
and E451 to stabilize Zn2, while only D202 is required to keep
Zn2 in chain B (Figure 7). Also, the more water-exposed Zn2+

ions in chain A allow the displacement of both Zn2+ ions
(Figures 4C, 5C, 6C, and S6 in Supporting Information). For
chain A, the shift of the active carbonyl oxygen (O3) away
from Zn1 is captured. Such shift causes the flip of O3 toward
H235B which can be confirmed by close O3-H235B distances
(Figure S6 in Supporting Information). These findings indicate
the functional unreadiness of chain A. Unlike chain A, the

Figure 6. (A) Number of hydrogen bonds between CN1 and the OPH in all systems. The locations of key components are displayed in (B). (C)
Conformational changes of OPH1 and OPH2 and zinc ions in all chains as a function of time.
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dehydrated pocket of chain B allows zinc ions to pair with a
ligand (Figures 7 and S8), resulting in firm ligand binding. The
active carbonyl oxygen (O3) of ligand points toward the Zn
site in chain B (Zn−O3 distance of ∼2 Å in Figure S6, which is
in a range of Zn−O bond length reported in previous
metalloprotein studies44−46). No contact of the O3-H235B is
identified in chain B (Figure S6). The oxygen O3 in chain B
directly points toward the Zn site. This scenario can facilitate
the catalysis. The different ligand-binding environments
provided by each monomer confirm the independent and
nonsimultaneous function of each subunit as seen in previous
studies.17

■ CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the binding mechanism of H-CAR and OPH,
which are natural CN1 substrates, and the CARN inhibitor to
CN1 is investigated. Herein, it is evident that CN1 monomers
work independently and nonsimultaneously. Also, being a

dimer is required for CN1 to function. Among all possible
substrates,17 CARN shows the highest binding affinity to CN1,
indicating the robust inhibitory effects of CARN which agrees
well with a previous experimental work.14 However, no
molecular information about the root of such effective
inhibition has been reported. Overall, the amine end and
imidazole ring are the main players in trapping all ligands in a
pocket. The degree of the ligand-binding ability seems to be
influenced by the interactions of both moieties. Herein,
although CARN has the longer amine end (one additional −
CH2− chain) than CAR (the most favorable substrate), the
additional hydroxyl group (−OH) on CARN can strengthen
its binding affinity by strongly interacting with E451. This trap
also promotes the tighter binding of CARN. The key role of −
OH can be comparatively confirmed by the binding
mechanism of H-CAR (a CARN analogue) where the absence
of −OH causes the mobile amine end, resulting in the
reduction of CN1-H-CAR interactions as reported earlier in

Figure 7. Environment of all Zn2+ ions (Zn1 and Zn2) in all systems.
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the text. For OPH which is an analogue of ANS (one of the
favorable substrates) where a methyl (−CH3) group is
attached on N1 of an imidazole ring (Figure 1C), this methyl
group eliminates the imidazole ring-CN1 interaction network,
resulting in the loose ligand binding ability of OPH.

In summary, this work provides a molecular explanation of
how substrates (H-CAR and OPH) and inhibitor (CARN)
bind to CN1. Comparing with preferred substrate (CAR), the
structural rigidity and proper pose seem to be the key to
determine the binding affinity and sequentially the hydrolytic
capability. CARN binds tighter to CN1 due to its extra
interactions between −OH and CN1, whereas H-CAR and
OPH bind looser to CN1 because of the lack of CN1−ligand
interactions. Our results agree with a previous computational
work that H-CAR shows lightly higher number of interactions
with CN1 than CAR (the most favorable substrate),28 but poor
hydrolysis of H-CAR is identified here due to the shift of active
oxygen (O3) away from the zinc site. So does OPH.
Comparing to the binding poses of CAR and ANS from
previous studies,17 O3 of H-CAR and OPH are slightly further
away from Zn1 which can be one of the roots for poorer
catalytic activity.
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